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to the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Working Group on Legal Aspects of Space resources Activities with regard to the Scope and Topics to be addressed at the International Conference to be held in 2024

24 May 2023

In response to the invitation by the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Working Group on Legal Aspects of Space resources Activities dated 21 April 2023, Luxembourg wishes to share their proposal with regard to the scope and topics of the international conference in order to help to reach agreement on the arrangements of the conference.

During the 62nd session of the Legal Subcommittee Luxembourg and Belgium submitted their Joint proposal for an international conference to take place in 2024 in accordance with the Five-year workplan and methods of work for the Working Group (A/AC.105/C.2/2023/CRP.41). According to this proposal, Luxembourg and Belgium wish to highlight the potential synergies - in terms of substantial discussions, of participation and representation of delegations, experts and relevant stakeholders, as well as in terms of logistics, to have the international conference (as scheduled in 2024 under the workplan of the Working Group) organized in close connection with the Space Resources Week, in Luxembourg-City, in the first half 2024. The proposal is currently being revised in order to take into account proposals and remarks made during the informal discussions, as well as the formal meetings, at the 62nd session of the Legal Subcommittee. The revised version of the joint proposal will be submitted to the attention of the Working Group during the 65th session of the COPUOS.

In order to explore the potential synergies in terms of substantial discussions, of participation and representation of delegations, experts and relevant stakeholders, Luxembourg wishes to share the agenda of the Space Resources Week which took place between 19 and 21 April 2023 as well as the White Paper of the Space Resources Week 2022. Luxembourg proposes that the international conference 2024 includes topics, which would allow to gather perspectives on activities related to science, technology, economics and business and to collect knowledge and contributions from corresponding actors, including on different economic or scientific use scenarios.

Annexes:
- Space Resources Week 2022: White Paper;
- Space Resources Week 2023: Programme.

The event recordings are available on https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNUvZweBqVASHI-lvy_Tzz547OSNddMgiw
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Introduction

In May 2022, the European and international Space Resources community was invited to join the Space Resources Week. This event, organised by the European Space Resources Innovation Centre (ESRIC), followed the successful 2019 and 2021 events and the collaboration of the Luxembourg Space Agency (LSA), the European Space Agency (ESA), and the Luxembourg Institute for Science and Technology (LIST). The 2022 Space Resources Week started with one and half days of professional courses delivered by the International Space University (ISU), the Colorado School of Mines, ESRIC, ESA and LSA which provide a broad overview of the space resources field to professionals of all experiences and sectors.

The courses were followed by two and half days of workshop, where 300 people attended on-site, in Luxembourg, and close to 700 people joined online the hybrid event. 103 speakers were invited to present their work on stage, and 26 poster presenters completed the event, covering a wide spectrum of expertise and interest, from programmatic, commercial, law, banking, research, and technology, focusing on the Moon, Mars, and asteroids. The overall focus of the 2022 event was on sustainability.

Mission updates from Hayabusa 2, the Martian Moons eXploration (MMX), PSYCHE, and HERA showcased the next steps towards understanding asteroids and their resources. Oxygen extraction results from Mars’ atmosphere with MOXIE were also shown at the workshop. As for lunar missions, development updates from the European payloads PROSPECT and ISRU-DM were presented to the audience. Another workshop session focused on the field’s latest research activity, presenting new means to beneficiate regolith, extract resources, and manufacture structures on the Moon and Mars. Technology was also showcased with demonstrators of regolith sintering, gas processing, and robotic arms and power systems (e.g., fuel cells) enabling space resources processes.

In this paper, more details are given on the key sessions of the workshop, including the status and agency perspective, circular economy for commercial sustainability, law and regulations, financing, simulants and future pilot plants.

Sustainability was the overall focus of the 2022 event
Space Resources: status and agency perspectives

Heads and officials of space agencies presented their visions for space resources and exploration. In his opening speech, the Luxembourg Minister of the Economy Franz Fayot recalled the rapid progress of space resources utilization worldwide and the key developments implemented in the frame of the SpaceResources.lu initiative since 2016. It was emphasised that circularity of space resources is key for the sustainability of space operations but also for stimulating a change in Earth activities, towards solving challenges such as climate change and loss of biodiversity.

Furthermore, the appointment of Dr. Kathryn Hadler as a new director of ESRIC reinforces the position of Luxembourg in space resources utilization as a European hub in the field. ESRIC connects research, knowledge management, business, and the community around the field of space resources.

Once viewed with hesitation, Space Resources is now on the agenda of many space agencies worldwide, and the pioneering effort of Luxembourg was stressed by ESA Director General Josef Aschbacher: space is now part of the economic zone, with space resources playing a key role in a near future.

David Parker, ESA Director of Human and Robotic Exploration, presented ESA exploration ambitions in Low Earth Orbit, and on the Moon and Mars.

ESA currently focuses on lunar resources: prospecting ice and volatiles, developing oxygen and metal extraction technology, targeting the delivery of a pilot plant to be delivered by the mid-2030s. However, a big difference still remains in private and public investments in space in Europe compared to the rest of the world. European stakeholders have a role to play to increase the European engagement in the space endeavour.

As for space resources outside Europe, the NASA Artemis programme considers ISRU as essential for exploration of the Moon and future destinations, making the missions safer and more sustainable. As explained by NASA associate administrator Robert Cabana as well as Jerry Sanders, lead for ISRU at NASA, NASA activities cover the whole space resources value chain.

A full end-to-end demonstration at the lunar surface is considered essential before considering the utilisation of space resources for mission-critical applications. The president of JAXA, Hiroshi Yamakawa, emphasized Japan’s growing interest in the field, pointing out the utilisation of space resources will first depend on the knowledge gained from early exploration missions of the surface of planetary bodies.

The Lunar Exploration mission (LUPEX) that Japan prepares together with India will look at the availability of water-ice on the Moon.
Circular economy for commercial sustainability

This session investigated how to balance the environmental, economic, operational, and technological impacts that ensure the availability of resources for future generations and the long-term success of space resources companies.

The first part of the session focused on incubation programmes, collaboration opportunities and standardisation: all critical elements to building successful space resources companies.

ESRIC’s Start-Up Support Programme (SSP) is the first incubation programme worldwide dedicated completely to space resource utilization. The five selected start-ups for phase 1 were presented: they target 3D printing technologies for manufacturing, designing and constructing robotic transportation and exploration systems, and orbit recycling technologies.

ESA also acknowledged the complex and long path for space start-ups to be economically sustainable and develop their business application programmes. The ESA Space Solutions Programme guides these companies from concept design and prototyping and, finally, through the development and validation processes calls for feasibility studies and demonstration projects.

The space resources value chain is long and complex; therefore, all stakeholders would benefit from establishing strong, long-term collaborations. In this context, Euro2Moon was created as an open association of European companies and organisations aiming to position the European industry as a leader in creating the cis-lunar economy.

International cooperation is also key to creating standards to ensure the best practices preventing the space resources sector from repeating the mistakes that terrestrial mining companies did, including harmful environmental impacts. Terrestrial quantitative impact assessment for products and services is done in the framework of the ISO 14040 series standards on life cycle assessment (LCA). It was proposed to use LCA or similar methods to assess space activities’ impacts to identify areas of special protection.

To reduce their harmful environmental impact, terrestrial mining industries are looking at circularity to design products and services reducing minimum waste and pollution. This approach is of special interest in the space resources field when turning waste into useful valued products would reduce the impact of the activity while generating commercial profits. The first application could be to reuse space debris, as several speakers presented during the space-to-space session: in-orbit space debris could be recycled, reducing the orbital waste and collision risks.

According to some speakers, lunar water resources are finite, and their use for propellant should be minimised as that would deplete the reserves quickly. Water has to remain available on the Moon for future generations of lunar settlers that may use it for other purposes. To supply LOx, the extraction of oxygen from lunar minerals and the design of transportation architectures that take advantage of astrodynamics could reduce the harmful environmental impact while significantly increasing commercial returns.

Space resource utilization will be impossible without robotic explorers and miners, able to navigate and identify materials of interest through edge-AI telerobotics and perform joint operations using multi-robotic architectures. However, until a market for space resources is established, robotic space companies require more immediate customers on Earth while developing and testing their technologies and novel operation concepts. This allows the company to have immediate revenue while disrupting mining on Earth. Besides robotics, other technologies being developed for lunar resources can be applied to Earth. ESA is currently investigating space-based solar power (SBSP) to supply energy to lunar surface activities wirelessly. Such technology also has a terrestrial application that can help alleviate the energy and climate problems affecting our planet.
Law and regulations

The legal and regulatory session “Preserving Space Environment - Harmful impact considerations in the international framework: Avoidance, Mitigation, Monitoring, and Remediation” focused on the ways to preserve the space environment and the management of the harmful impacts. The topic of the session was selected for several reasons. The space resources activities will pose a significant risk to space and Earth’s environment and generate hazards; therefore, they should require care, standards, and proper due diligence. There is a need for national legal, and international frameworks to regulate these activities involving private actors to promote sustainable and responsible activities. Questions such as priority rights, environmental issues, dispute resolution – and many others – have to be addressed internationally.

The session gathered recognised speakers from academia, NGOs, international organisations, space agencies, terrestrial mining, and private and public sectors. Presentations from speakers were followed by a panel discussion debating how to navigate stakeholders’ needs, opportunities, and challenges considering the environmental issues in the international space resource activities framework.

The session started by presenting harmful impact-related provisions of Building Blocks for the Development of an International Framework on Space Resource Activities produced by the Hague International Space Resources Governance Working Group. The Building Blocks is a valuable contribution to the reflection about a future framework for space resources activities in the international fora, such as the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS). Harmful impacts on the international space treaties, the responsibility and liability regime, and recent development at COPUOS were also presented during the session.

Two speakers from COSPAR and UNOOSA looked into the sustainability of scientific investigations in outer space and developing the COSPAR planetary protection policy. The speakers talked about avoiding interference between operators and how NASA addresses these aspects in their programmes, and in the Artemis Accords, which attracted 19 national signatories from nearly every region of the world.

The views of a private space company and national Luxembourg position were outlined.

The speakers recommended learning from terrestrial mining. Considering the concept of Social License to Operate (SLO) from the terrestrial mining sector for the space resources activities would be pertinent. SLO generally defines the efforts and activities an extractive company takes to build and maintain goodwill or social capital with the communities close to where they operate.
Financing: Make resources and the Moon bankable

As part of the second day’s activities, ESA organised a panel on the subject “How to make the Moon Bankable”? The panel counted the participation of experts in infrastructure development, private finance, and resource trading. The panel highlighted how important it is to include stakeholders outside the technology domain early: they are the ones that will finance and trade Space Resources beyond the initial exploratory phases and need to guide developments during the whole process.

The panel profusely discussed the role of effective trading mechanisms for Space Resources to succeed. Existing marketplaces will need new ones specifically targeting ISRU. This will require large investments in infrastructure for extracting and moving resources and deep-space-to-deep-space and deep-space-to-Earth communications, which are essential for trading.

Such endeavour will require complex financing and cross-sectorial awareness. ESA’s experience with the ESA Investor Forum is a good starting point to approach private investment and educate stakeholders across sectors. The Investor Forum will need to shift its activities. Since there will be a role for venture capital, Space Resources will also require financing of big infrastructure.
Simulants supporting research

Lunar regolith simulants, or other analogue sample materials, are critical for space resource research activities. Efforts are ongoing in Europe and the US to characterise, standardise, and qualify such materials and better inform the research community on the appropriate utilisation of these materials in research. K. Manick (ESA) from the ESA Sample Analogue Curation Facility (SACF) presented the European perspective, and K. Stockstill-Cahill (John Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory) presented the recent work of the Lunar Surface Innovation Initiative (LSII) Simulant Working Group in the US.

K. Manick (ESA) outlined the capabilities and future direction of the ESA Sample Analogue Curation Facility (SACF). The SACF aims to be a European focal point for the curation and characterisation of analogue samples and to provide expert support on analogue samples for R&D projects in Europe. Recommissioning post-Covid is underway, and steady-state operation should be reached in 2023. The SACF conducted an Analogue Sample Users Survey in March 2022 and identified many challenges and user needs in the European simulant/analogue sample user community. The SACF intends to address health and safety recommendations, characterisation and validation, and information collation and sharing needs. Challenges relating to simulant accessibility within Europe, research into simulant production, and batch quality control require a wider network. A European Simulant Supplier Workshop in April 2022 addressed these challenges. Along with identifying the role of ESA and the SACF in creating a supply network map, identifying supply chain gaps, and fostering community initiatives, a key outcome of the workshop was identifying the long-term strategic goal of independent simulant supply in Europe, where simulant imports can be seen as an interim measure to meet demand.

K. Stockstill-Cahill leads the LSII Simulant Working Group, which was established to provide an independent evaluation of lunar simulants according to various characteristics and inform simulant selection for research activities. Since 2020 this group has published an annual Lunar Simulant Assessment that characterises and evaluates the currently available simulants in the US.

Typically, these simulants approximate many aspects of real lunar material but miss components unique to real lunar material, such as agglutinates, nanophase iron, and amorphous mineral rims.

K. Stockstill-Cahill presented the most recent 2021 assessment results and highlighted some key conclusions: the evaluation and utility of a simulant are specific to its application, regolith simulants and real regolith do not necessarily behave the same way on Earth as they would on the Moon, and Lunar simulants from current providers meet the needs of most users, however, for advanced testing (high-TRL) it is recommended to compare results using simulants with and without pseudo-agglutinates.
Pilot plant

The roundtable on the Lunar Pilot Plant has featured panellists with varied backgrounds, with representation from ESA and NASA (B. Hufenbach and J. Sanders, respectively), from research institutions such as the European Space Resources Innovation Centre (K. Hadler), Industry (J. Vrublevskis from Thales Alenia Space and B. Baratte from Airliquide) as well as the perspective of the ISECG (J. Alves chair of the ISECG ISRU Gap Analysis workgroup). After an introduction to ESA’s vision of the Pilot Plant, which is to prepare for deployment and operation of oxygen and metal-producing Lunar Pilot Plant in the mid-2030s, it was presented and highlighted how the work has already started in ESA with ground-based research and the ISRU Demonstration Mission payload study (ISRU-DM). The next concrete steps are the feasibility study for the design and build of a Terrestrial Pilot Plant in ESRIC, and a Concurrent Design Facility Study at ESA for the Lunar Pilot Plant in the fall of 2022.

The Pilot Plant is a very important feature in the ISECG studies and is confirmed to be a cornerstone of the Artemis program for humankind’s sustainable return to the Moon’s surface. In particular, for the Terrestrial Pilot Plant, there is a strong emphasis on engaging with the community in the definition of such Pilot Plant, and to create a platform where the community can contribute to the build-up and eventually use the platform to test new technologies and new disruptive ideas.

The panellists concurred on many occasions that this would represent a unique opportunity for collaborations among industry players and agencies. However, this is not without issues and challenges. Themes that have been highlighted are:

- National regulations that are hindering the exchange of knowledge and know-how
- The evolving outlook on the legal framework that will be required to ensure sustainable utilisation of in-situ resources, and
- Challenges with the current political and economic international landscape.
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Space Resources Week 2023: Programme
AGENDA

09:00 - 10:00 | OPENING SESSION
- Franz Fayet - Luxembourg Ministry of Economy
- Bill Nelson - NASA
- Josef Aschbacher - ESA
- Bernhard Hufenbach - ESA
- Kathryn Hadler - ESRIC
- Gerald Sanders - NASA
- Kyung Jai Kim - KARI
- Matthias Maurer - ESA

10:00 - 10:30 | COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY THE UK SPACE AGENCY

10:30 - 11:30 | ACCELERATING COOPERATION IN THE FIELD OF SPACE RESOURCES
- Giorgio Magistrati - ESA
- Charles Hibbits
- Dale Boucher
- Clive Neal
- Dennis Harries - European Space Resources Innovation Centre (ESRIC)
- Angel Abbad Madrid - Colorado School of Mines
- Usai Toshiro - JAXA
- Stanley Starr - Imperial College London
- Philipp Reiss - Technical University of Munich
- David Karl - Technical University of Berlin
- Paul Zabel - German Aerospace Center (DLR)
- Bertrand Baratte - EURO2MOON

11:30 - 13:00 | LUNCH SPONSORED BY ODRAHACKS

13:00 - 15:00 | TERRESTRIAL PILOT PLANT
- Session presented by: Brigitte Lamaze - ESA and Melchorre Conti - ESA
- Roundtable discussion with:
  - Charles Hibbits
  - Kathryn Hadler - ESRIC
  - David Iococca - Blue Origin
  - Ian Mellor - Metalysis Ltd.
  - Pascal Bartier - AirLiquide

Moderated by Bernhard Hufenbach - ESA

15:00 - 16:25 | EARTH-SPACE SYNERGIES
- Adrien Makaya - ESA
- Julian Schroth & Christian Walter - ESA
- Barthele Pascal - AirLiquide
- Nancy C. Wolfson - IAF / SEIC
- Arthur Woods - Astronorm
- Benjamin Bussey - Intuitive Machines
- Claudio Rossi - University Politecnica de Madrid

Moderated by Kathryn Hadler - ESRIC

16:25 - 16:35 | GROUP PHOTO

16:35 - 17:05 | COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY EURO2MOON

17:05 - 18:15 | ESA-ESRIC CHALLENGE
- Hendrik Kelvenbach - ETH Zurich
- Tristan Schnell - FZI
- Grzegorz Gawdzik - PIAP
- Miguel Olivarres Menendez - SET Luxembourg
- Matt Cross - Mission Control

Moderated by Franziska Zaun - ESRIC and Aidan Cowley - ESA

18:15 - 19:15 | POSTER SESSION NETWORKING
AGENDA

09:20  MISSIONS AND MISSIONS PLANNING
      - Matt Cross - Mission Control
      - Alexandre Meunier - Origin Space
      - Ben Jackson - Blue Origin, Blue Vertical Robotics, Colorado School of Mines
      - Laura Logan - ESA
      - Clarice E. Guerra - Colorado School of Mines
      - Iain Hendrix - Dorman Space Resources
      - David Birns - ESA
      - Jorge Alves - ESA
      - Julien Lomiany - Space

Moderated by Abigail Colleta Diao - ESRC

10:40  COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY UNIVERSITY OF LUXEMBOURG

11:30  TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE 1.1
      - Luuk Griffths - Norwegian Geotechnical Inst.
      - Alex Jervis - Norwegian Geotechnical Inst.
      - Kyle Acerno - Offworld
      - Ali Zaremba - ESA / FCPS
      - Piotr Kukowski - University of Krakow
      - Hannah Sargent - University of Central Florida
      - Susana de Cermenc Fernandez - IETEVA / University of Owode

Moderated by Adran Makaya - ESA

12:10  TECHNOLOGY SHOWCASE 1.2
      - Igor Drozdowski - ESA / DLR
      - Yi Yue - Imperial College London
      - René Priswanger - Free University Berlin
      - Cristina Luna and Alba Guerra - ONI

Moderated by Adran Makaya - ESA

12:30  LUNCH SPONSORED BY POLIMAK

14:20  ENABLING INFRASTRUCTURE 1.1
      - Connor German - OrbiFab
      - David Rodriguez - Ecole Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne
      - Roberta Torc - ESA

Moderated by Beth Lomax - ESA

14:30  ENABLING INFRASTRUCTURE 1.2
      - Daniel Izcoort - Blue Origin
      - Robert Lindner - ESRC / ESA
      - Juergen Schutz - ESA / DLR
      - Jonathan Stolzfus - AstraBeacon
      - Douglas Herriman - Centre for Excellence in Mining Innovation, Canada

Moderated by Beth Lomax - ESA

15:40  COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY ROBOMINERS

17:30  COMMERCIALIZATION 1.1
      - Mateusz Krzewczak - European Space Foundation
      - Alice Miller - middle Space
      - Bill Chang - Holly Space
      - Dennis Williams - Lunar Station
      - Joss van Giersch - MainaElectrics
      - Stift Tuvalu - European Commission / European Innovation Council

Moderated by lan Cuijko - ESRC

17:30  COMMERCIALIZATION 1.2
      - lan Cuijko - ESRC
      - Sam Yoo - Moverspace Technologies
      - Marne Wilczek - Your Paint Space
      - Lightbox Space
      - Lunar Outpost
      - Orbital Assembly
      - Terrestrial Resources
      - Aurora Connect
      - Francesco Lucio - ESA

18:40  NETWORK COCKTAIL SPONSORED BY OFFWORLD AIRPORT - 23 Av. John F. Kennedy, 1555 Kirchberg Luxembourg
      Take the tram until stop: University of Luxembourg
AGENDA

09:00 - EXTRACTING AND USING SPACE RESOURCES 1.1
- Victoria Levy - Open University
- Jeff Plate - WGM
- Mayuko Shinohara - Chiyoda Corporation
- Veneranda Lopez Dias - LIST
- Alberto Maulu - ESRIC
- Stefan Linke - TU Berlin and Laserzentrum Hannover
- Beth Lomax - ESA
- John Vrublewskis - Thales Alenia Space
Moderated by Maher Kalaji - Asteroid Foundation

10:55 - COFFEE BREAK

11:25 - EXTRACTING AND USING SPACE RESOURCES 1.2
- Pia Swatkowski - Blue Horizon
- Arturo Pajaros - Flemish Institute for Technological Research
- Kim Minkwon - University of Southampton
- Kyla Edison - Colorado School of Mines
- James Cole - Open University
- Dorian Leger & Fardin Ghaffari - SpaceshipEAC, ESA & Connectomix
- Farzaneh Gholami - Gradel
- Michele Hollist - OxEon Energy
Moderated by Abigail Calzada Diaz - ESRIC

12:45 - REGULATORY SESSION
- Giuseppe Reibaldi - Moon Village Association
- Masashi Sato - ispace.inc
- Steven Freeland - Working Group on Space Resources Activities

13:30 - SPACE MINING ROUNDTABLE
Roundtable discussion with:
- Miriam Bergvall - Epiroc
- Karl Pardaens - Elvinger Hoss Prussen
- Carlos Espejel - ispace
- Alice Miller - Helios Space
Moderated by Bertrand Baratte - Air Liquide

14:00 - CONCLUSION AND AWARDS FOR TOP 3 BEST POSTERS
- James Carpenter - ESA
- Kathryn Hadler - ESRIC

14:15 - BUBBLES AND BITES